
 
 

 
Once again, I appeal to the FBI and Local law Enforcement in the Carefree / Cave Creek 
area of Arizona to open an investigation into gang leader / domestic terrorist Devra West 
and her accomplices; namely Dr. Julio Williams MD, Geoffrey Reynolds CPA and Jack West, 
all seen below here. 

 
 
In my opinion, and based on the information I have seen, I believe that Devra West is a 
very dangerous criminal whose crimes include theft, fraud, extortion, violent assault, 
attempted murder and with one very convenient and suspicious death, a murderer and 
possibly a serial killer to boot.  In a previous communication, I posed the following question, 
“if Devra West, in the course of committing crime on an industrial basis, uses a ‘weapon’ 
that is not regarded as a weapon by legal statute are the crimes she commits – crimes?  To 
be clear, if the whistleblower’s friend, Lisa Swidler, was murdered by Devra West in 2005 
using an occult weapon, is it still murder?   
  
To be clear, there is evidence that over the past 26 years, scores of individuals have 
become the victim of theft, fraud, extortion, violent assault and even attempted murder at 
the hands of Devra West.  The question is: are these still regarded as crimes if the weapon 
she used in the process of committing these crimes not regarded by legal statute as a 
weapon?  I mean, countless victims have been forced to give up hundreds of thousands of 
dollars or in some cases their life savings and, in the case of student, Lisa Swidler (a 
witness to two serious crimes by Devra West), her life!   
  
Certainly persuading a court that Devra West is using occult (hidden) knowledge to commit 
serious crimes might be difficult, which is why over the past 26 years tens of millions or 
even hundreds of millions of dollars have been acquired from victims and logged (if they are 
logged at all) as ‘donations.’ Similarly, any deaths (murders) caused by Devra West while 
committing or trying to cover up these crimes, are ruled as death by ‘natural’ causes 
because the authorities are totally ignorant of what she is capable of and if you try to 
explain what is happening they think you are crazy.  So while bragging about her “healing” 
abilities to the media and although there are a trail of victims, ex-employees, ex-students 
and ex-family members by marriage, all asserting that she has used the occult against 
them, no one wants to look under the rock to see what else lies there. 
  
Before going on any further with Devra West’s murderous criminal conspiracy entirely 
predicated by her knowledge of the occult, let’s look at something else, not a million miles 
away in terms of subject matter that was in the news very recently. 



 

 
  

I am sure the FBI has heard of this story. Indeed, your colleagues may be involved in 
investigating these matters.  On the face of it, this story sounds somewhat like the 
whistleblower’s (and the stories of many other victims of Devra West’s) because it sounds 
rather fanciful and, given the poor level of education and understanding of science, totally 
implausible.  However, there are some common threads between this story and the story I 
am trying to get you to investigate:- 
  
1.       There are victims at the hands of a hostile government – in this case, victims whose 
health has been demonstrably damaged. 
2.       The victims / witnesses are of a high caliber; that is to say, they are believable. 
3.       The weapon used is not understood or at least not publicly admitted to be understood. 
  
I can tell you from my own studies, that technology being used does exist and if Veterans 
Today and other publications are to be believed, the CIA, MI6 and all the other alphabet 
agencies possess variants of this type of ‘directed energy’ weapon for use against 
individuals they see as a threat either to the status quo or to national security.  Some 
directed energy weapons rely on line of sight (short range microwave) and can allegedly 
induce a heart attack in the victim that looks like – a natural heart attack!  In the story 
described above, it seems that the brain is the target! 
  
My point here is that shamans have been doing this kind of thing for thousands of years, 
maybe much longer, and they do not need physical apparatus to achieve the same 
result.  Those living in North America or Europe hundreds of years ago knew this; that is 
why they started burning or drowning ‘witches’ because those that went rogue (like Devra 



West) preyed upon the communities within which they lived and made the lives of those 
around them a living hell (like Devra West does).  Similarly, those living NOW in the 
undeveloped parts of Africa, South America or Indonesia know that shamans possess these 
abilities but most have the spiritual understanding to use their knowledge for the good of 
their communities. 
  
I will leave you guys at the FBI to investigate what is going on in Cuba, but one thing all of 
us can be sure of is that there is no smoke without fire.  In Cuba there is a government that 
is ‘hostile’ to the USA, there are victims (and witnesses) who are of a high caliber such that 
their statements should be taken seriously and finally there is a weapon that is not yet 
‘understood.’ 
  
Now let’s turn to Devra West and her accomplices. 
  
Is Devra West hostile, a psychopath with criminal 
tendencies, or misunderstood and clumsy guru? 
  
There is much evidence that indicates that Devra West is a psychopath with criminal 
tendencies or rather that she is criminally insane.  Prior to her attendance at the ‘Robert 
Jaffe School for Energy Mastery’ (itself a cult) between 1990 & 1991, Devra and Jack 
West were known to be small time criminals conning individuals out of thousands of dollars 
at a time.  A statement from Jeremy Samuelson about Jack and Devra West bears this 
out. Another statement from Satya, who attended the course with Devra West between 
1990 & 1991 also bears this out.  As well as being conned out of $6,000, Satya described 
Devra West as a deeply disturbed psychopathic person / personality – remember this was 
26 years ago and Devra West has (de)evolved quite a bit since then, as we shall see. 
  
Between 1991, at which time Devra West declared herself to be an Ascended Master and 
now Devra West has changed her identity three times (Devra Ji, Surya Ma and currently 
Rishi Devra) and moved her criminal business model between three western states (NM, MT 
& AZ) where they either do not understand ‘white collar’ crime or, because of lack of 
resources, choose not to prosecute it. 
  

 
  

New Mexico – Until 1995.  Not much is known about Devra West’s time in New Mexico, 
but one victim, Dr. Pat Cole MD, did know something. Here is an excerpt from what her 
friend, Rebecca West (no relation to Devra West) had to say in an email she sent the 
whistleblower in March 2007. 
  
“These files include statements by persons who previously worked for Devra West, 
citing dozens of abuses and dating back to 1995 in New Mexico (most are already 
court documents on record in Ravalli County, MT). At least 6 boxes of these files 
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were recently removed from Attorney Karl Rudbach’s Kalispell office, all belonging 
to the non-profits (Pat Cole).  
  
In addition, Patricia Cole contributed some $750,000 combined assets and credit 
directly into Devra’s personal and private accounts to pay for her living, housing, 
travel, staff payroll, personal assets, extravagant lifestyle, and bounced 
checks/fines. The information contained in these files may be relevant to Pat 
Cole’s civil suit and Devra’s non-compliance with the Judge’s order constitutes 
withholding or potentially tampering with evidence.   
  
Victor MT calling herself ‘Devra Ji’ 1995 to 2004 – The following image gives details of 
some of the crimes committed by Devra West during that time period. Bear in mind, most 
crimes are committed against cult members and remain hidden inside the cult. 
  

 
  
1.       A J White – Charity Board Member and witness to fraud. 
2.       The whistleblower – Consultant defrauded out of wages and shares. 
3.       Barbara Costantino – Personal Secretary and witness to Devra West’s attempts at 
‘rewriting’ history so as to blame each victim expelled from the cult. 
4.       Tania Hurley – House keeper who was convinced that Devra West was / is insane. 
5.       Kathleen Francisco – Assistant house keeper and witness to Devra West’s 
criminality. 
6.       Diane Stoner – Personal secretary and witness to Devra West’s criminality. 
7.       Kendall Strnad – Devra West’s daughter in law and the victim of occult attacks. 
8.       Jamie Haywood – Devra West’s daughter in law and the victim of occult attacks.  
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9.       Carlida Finch – Employee given the option to join the cult or be fired and witness to 
Devra West’s plan to murder Dr. pat Cole MD. 
10.   Debra Coffey – Assistant Teacher and witness to the mental and physical abuse meted 
out by Devra West towards students targeted for extortion. 
11.   Ingrid Smith – Teacher and witness to cruelty meted out to amongst others her 6 
year old son. 
12.   Rebekah Edminster – Teacher witness to cruelty towards students and employees by 
Devra West. 
13.   Judy Morris – Student that alleges that many students were pressured into taking 
take out loans to give money to Devra West apparently being told that the more money 
they gave the closer to God they would be! 
14.   Elaine – Student who speaks to the $250,000 emerald necklace she saw Devra West 
wearing and the fact that she believes that she has millions stashed away. 
15.   Susannah Felder – Employee partially scalped after being assaulted by Devra West. 
16.   Beatrice McGuire – Student who had her ear partially ripped off for challenging Devra 
West’s lies in public. 
17.     
18.   Anandra George – Student repeatedly physically abused and forced to write false 
statements about the whistleblower that Devra West intended to use in court. 
19.   Lisa Swidler – Student / Teacher probably murdered by Devra West to keep her quiet 
about two serious crimes she witnessed against other students. 
20.   Mike Hendrickson – Student defrauded out of $200,000 by Devra West when the 
overdraft he guaranteed at the charity’s bank was emptied into a personal trust fund for 
Devra West and her eldest son Rob Meador. 
21.   Dave Kushner – Student defrauded out of $30,000. 
22.   Joseph Costantino – defrauded out of $20,000 in wages; after fighting Devra West at 
tribunal agreed to settle at 50 cents on the dollar. 
23.   Marion Cantwell – Student kidnapped, held captive and beaten until she agreed to 
give up part of the sale proceeds of her house (tens of thousands of dollars?) to Devra West 
as a ‘donation.’ 
  
Lakeside MT calling herself ‘Surya Ma’ 2005 to 2011.  The following image gives 
details of some of the crimes committed by Devra West during that time period bearing in 
mind most crimes are committed against cult members and remain hidden inside the cult. 
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1. Arrest Warrant for Criminal Check Fraud. 
2. Conviction for Assaulting Dr. Cole MD & News Article announcing same. 
3. Becoming the subject of a Sheriff’s Sale to force her to pay her creditors 

$2,000,000 in court judgments and interest. 
4. Whistle-blower’s judgment against Devra west for fraud. 
5. Defendant in fraud case brought by Larry Brazda and others. 
6. Defendant in fraud case brought by ‘Top to Bottom’ Construction. 
7. Vicious Assaults on female members of her cult i.e. Susannah Felder & 

Beatrice McGuire, Jamie Haywood and Dr. Pat Cole MD. 
8. The Students who took out loans for Devra west after being told, “They 

would be closer to God.” 
9. West’s son’s criminal record.  Like mother like son? 
10. Arrest Warrant for felony theft. 
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After all the publicity around Devra West’s criminal activity in Lakeside MT, it became 
obvious that the ‘divine being’ routine / propaganda spun by Devra West, Julio Williams MD 
and the rest of the cult would no longer fly in Montana. So, reluctantly they had to leave 
that state and move to fresh hunting grounds, which turned out to be Carefree / Cave Creek 
AZ – Geoffrey Reynolds’ old home town before he moved to Lakeside MT to join her employ 
in September 2006.  This departure was a little less dramatic that Devra and Jack West’s 
departure from New Mexico which, according to Jack West, resulted in them leaving in the 
middle of the night with what they could carry being chased by an angry victim with a large 
gun. 
  

 
  
It is clear that Devra West’s criminal business model is entirely predicated on her ability to 
use ‘under the radar’ violence against the victims she targets.  It is also clear that many of 
the victims are members of her cult who, prior to becoming victims of theft, fraud, extortion 
and violent assault are brainwashed and conditioned not to go to the police or courts for 
restitution.  It is also clear that immediately the victim has been robbed, beaten and 
mentally and physically abused, they are ejected from the cult. They are deemed to be 
persona non grata by those remaining, and of course, Devra West invents a totally false 
excuse as to why the victim left. They are also always at fault, thus deflecting the blame 
away from her!  This is what happened with the whistleblower, and according to Devra 
West’s ex-secretary of 5 years, Barbara Costantino, what happens every time someone 
leaves under a cloud. 
  
So I think we have definitively answered the questioned posed above:- 
  
Is Devra West hostile, a psychopath with criminal 
tendencies, or misunderstood and clumsy guru? 

  
And like all psychopaths, Devra West is ‘hostile’ to everyone who crosses her path. Indeed, 
it would be fair to say, based on her past behavior, that Devra West does not see people as 
people but as ‘things’ that she uses, abuses and then discards when they no longer serve a 
useful purpose to her.  After defrauding the whistleblower in 2002, and after the 
whistleblower announced he was going to sue her for fraud in early 2003, she insisted on a 
private meeting at the whistleblower’s home; a meeting the whistleblower recorded with a 
digital tape recorder.   

http://www.omniawakening.net/documents/107.barbara.costantino.stmt.pdf


  
The meeting consisted of Devra West trying to domineer, bully and intimidate the 
whistleblower.  At one point, Devra West admits that she did defraud him out of wages and 
shares but that did not see herself writing out a check to him!  You can listen to the entire 
meeting by going here but what follows are some short excerpts that perfectly illustrate the 
point that Devra West is a dangerous psychopath, and like all psychopaths, a prolific liar. 
  
1.       If you sue me I’ll get so f*cking down and dirty huge expenses coming out of 
your pocket and not mine. 
2.       My agreements are worth nothing. 
3.       I dispose of people like Kleenex. 
4.       You are f*cking over a spiritual teacher for Christ’s sake. 
  
What is hard to explain to the reader is the complete lack of integrity displayed by Devra 
West as he advertises herself as a Spiritual Teacher, a Lotus Born, the keeper of the 
Universal Archives, and Ascended Master on the Royal Path etc.  The deceit is hard to 
comprehend, but listening to her voice in the sound bites above, one begins to understand 
the truth which is that Devra West is criminally insane. She has to be, in order to treat 
people this way, but the lies and propaganda are nothing compared to the violence and the 
ease with which she threatens murder, attempts murder and, with Lisa Swidler as an 
example commits murder.  
  
Above, while discussing the attacks on US diplomats in Cuba, I made the following three 
points:- 
  
1.       There are victims at the hands of a hostile government – in this case victims whose 
health has been demonstrably damaged. 
2.       The victims / witnesses are of a high caliber that is to say they are believable. 
3.       The weapon used is not understood or at least not publicly admitted to be understood. 
  
That Devra West is mentally ill and very hostile is not in doubt.  That there are scores of 
victims that have been physically and mentally abused, have been the victim of theft, fraud 
and extortion is not in doubt.  Proving murder is a little more difficult but using the principle 
that there is no smoke without fire, let’s now look at Devra West’s use of murder (or likely 
use of murder) based on what witnesses have said. 
  
Jack West told the whistleblower, during the short time they were friends in 2002, that 
some who had crossed his then-wife Devra West, had died suddenly.  Let’s leave that aside 
as hearsay. 
  
In 2005, while the occult thief Devra West was calling herself the Ascended Master Devra Ji, 
the whistleblower was approached by Dave Kushner, an ex-student to Devra West’s 
unaccredited school for occult studies.  Dave alleged the following:- 
  
1.       He was defrauded out of $30,000. 
2.       His friend, also an ex-student, Marion Cantwell was kidnapped, falsely imprisoned, 
beaten and finally released after she was told that she would be murdered if she went to the 
police. 
3.       A witness to both crimes, a third ex-student, Lisa Swidler, immediately left the cult 
and shortly afterwards died of internal bleeding.  The whistleblower can vouch that one of 
Devra West’s favorite attacks is to direct ‘energy’ to the person’s digestive organs, which 
can result in death. 
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I’d say we had a bit of smoke there, wouldn’t you? 
  
In July 2007, some 9 months after Devra West had viciously assaulted Dr. Cole MD (while 
extorting $1.3 million from her) and about nine months before Devra West would be 
convicted of that assault in April 2008, news of the assault went into the public domain via 
the Whitefish Pilot news article.  This was followed up by another news article published 
by the Bigfork Eagle in August 2007.  In addition to the above, statements began to be 
‘smuggled’ out of the cult by other victims of mental and physical abuse at the hands of 
psychopath Devra Patton West. One example of this came from ex-employee Carlida Finch, 
who was given the choice by Devra West of submitting to her will and joining the cult or be 
fired! 
  
During the run up to the assault on Dr. Cole MD in April 2006, Carlida Finch overheard 
Devra West planning the murder of Dr. Cole MD, who was only spared from being murdered 
because she handed over her entire net worth estimated at $1.3 million to Devra 
West.  Below is a small portion of the statement that Carlida Finch made to the authorities. 
You can read the entire statement by going here. 
  

 
  
Above we read that Devra West, totally relaxed at the prospect of murdering Dr. Cole MD, 
demonstrates once again that psychopaths do not see people as people, but as things to be 
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disposed of once they have served their usefulness. And clearly, Dr. Cole had served her 
usefulness at that point. 
In August 2007, while speaking on behalf of his employer, Geoffrey Reynolds CPA gave a 
statement to the Bigfork Eagle reporter, Constance See, that was riddled with lies, deceit 
and misinformation which we’ll get to shortly.  However, what he did say, in what he 
thought was an ‘off the record’ comment and which turned out to be entirely truthful was 
that, and I quote, “The whistleblower would be dead within 12 months or in jail for reacting 
to what Devra West was going to do to him and his family.”  End quote! 
  
Some ten days after this threat, there was a credible attempt on the 
whsitleblower’s life which he would love to share with the FBI in person!   
  
Note Reynolds’ comments that the whistleblower would be dead or in jail for reacting to 
what Devra West was going to do to him and his family.  The occult attacks against the 
whistleblower and his family started in December 2006, when it looked like his lawsuit 
against Devra West was going to be successful (which it was in 2008) – these assaults, this 
‘under the radar’ violence, has now continued for nearly 11 years!  Recently this violence 
has increased in intensity as Devra West, believing that the whistleblower is once again 
directly responsible for ‘outing’ her criminal conspiracy to law enforcement and the public, 
tries to intimidate or murder him. 
  
Now let’s once more compare the fate of the Diplomats at the US Embassy with the victims 
of Devra West’s murderous reign of terror (and yes, she should be treated as a domestic 
terrorist – how many victims of terror does it take?). 
  
1.       There are victims at the hands of a hostile government – in this case victims whose 
health has been demonstrably         damaged. 
2.       The victims / witnesses are of a high caliber that is to say they are believable. 
3.       The weapon used is not understood or at least not publicly admitted to be understood. 
  
While the weapon, as indicated in point 3 above, is not understood there clearly is a weapon 
in play because there are victims and so it is in the case of Devra West.  We need look no 
further that the two following statements; one from egomaniac (and why not if you can 
commit murder repeatedly and get away with it) Devra West, and the other from one of her 
terrorized employees, Rebecca West (no relation) a witness to Devra West’s violence 
against Dr. Pat Cole MD. 
  
The following is an excerpt from Devra West’s statement given to the Whitefish Pilot on 
12 July 2007. 
  
West claims to have been trained in shamanic visioning and healing by Native 
American elders and to have been both a Cheyenne medicine woman and General 
George Patton in past lives.  She also claims her "gifts" can heal people with 
various illnesses, including leukemia, and she plans to teach what she knows to 
cardiologists and other physicians when her plan for healing spas unfolds.  "If you 
ever saw me heal, you'd be down on your knees crying like a friggin' baby," West 
said. 
  
And this from Rebecca West, a witness to Devra West’s vicious assaults on Dr. Cole MD, and 
like the victim of the assault Rebecca was being targeted by Devra West with her “healing 
abilities” in the hope she could intimidate one into withdrawing the assault charge and the 
other into changing her witness statements.  Below here is an excerpt from one of the 
harrowing emails that Rebecca West sent to the whistleblower asking for help! 
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“I will not return and subject myself to her violent and abusive behavior! I 
continue to awaken from a sound sleep (on many occasions) at 3:00 a.m. and last 
night being one of those nights in which I have the feeling of impending doom, 
and is the reason I finally really took a look at your website and contacted you.  I 
need support in how to deal with her shamanic witchcraft.  Can you tell me more?” 
  
I suggested that since Devra owes Pat over $700,000 maybe she has contacted 
you!  I very much have the support of local law enforcement as the photos of Pat's 
beatings candidly show the truth and which she calls Core Impacting and/or 
Shamanic Blows! 
  
Back to the present! During the past week the whistleblower has been the subject of the 
following attacks by Devra West – there is absolutely no doubt that she is the source of 
these attacks. 
  
1.       What Rebecca West described above as “shamanic core impacting attacks to the 
head.”  These are designed to injure maim or kill with after effects similar to that of 
concussion. 
2.       Attacks to the heart – feels like a spike going through the heart. 
3.       Partial paralysis of the left leg. 
4.       Attacks to the digestive system – feels like a peptic ulcer coming on quickly. 
5.       Sleep deprivation – all victims report being waken up at 3.00 am. 
  
The whistleblower has never met Rebecca West, and does not know Devra West’s daughter-
in-law, Jamie Haywood, nor has he met Devra West’s neighbor, Michelle Fetveit, who also 
became the subject of occult attacks after getting into a water dispute with Devra West in 
Lakeside MT in 2007.   The one common denominator is Devra West!  
  
What I am trying to say here, loud and clear, is that Devra Patton West is a cold 
blooded killer who, using a weapon not fully understood, has gotten away with 
murder, probably on one occasion (Lisa Swidler) and probably on multiple 
occasions if the calmness with which senior cult members Geoffrey Reynolds 
announced my friend’s murder to the press. 
  
What I am trying to say here is that Devra West has used that weapon for the past 
26 years to commit the ‘perfect crime’ acts of theft, fraud, extortion and violent 
assault against countless victims who because of fear retribution, fear that they 
would not be believed by the authorities and fear that their families would be 
targeted have chosen to walk away empty handed.   
  
Victims like Mike Hendrickson defrauded out of $200,000, like Dave Kushner defrauded out 
of $30,000, like Marion Cantwell who had tens of thousands of dollars extorted from her 
after she sold her home.  Victims like all of those who paid for the mortgage and upkeep of 
the property they thought was owned by a charity, only to see it stolen from the charity and 
put in a trust for Devra West and her son, Rob Meador.  Victims like those who paid for and 
contributed art and valuables to the charity, only to see them, valued at $4,000,000 in 2002 
stolen, put in a lock up for a decade and then brought out and sold at auction in 
2014.  Some of these items are still being sold from Devra West’s website as anyone can 
see if they follow this link to her ‘art gallery’ page. 
  



 
  
None of this would be possible without the help of accomplices; some lifelong accomplices 
like ex-husband Jack West, brainwashed and conditioned senior student Dr. Julio Williams 
MD and victim / opportunist / scum bag Geoffrey Reynolds CPA.  Each have their 
motivations for being willing accomplices to organized crime which includes murder, though 
like Devra West they would rationalize that it cannot be murder if the weapon used is not 
regarded as a ‘weapon’ by legal statute! 
  
In reverse order; there is not much to say about Jack West other than what Jeremy 
Samuelson said about him in an email he sent the whistleblower in 2007. 
  
Jack West - Con Artist / Liar for Hire & Accomplice to Organized 
Crime 
 
---- Original Message -----  
From: Jeremy Samuelson  
To:http://uk.f258.mail.yahoo.com/ym/Compose?To=john@starpeople2000.com 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2007 1:57 AM 
Dear John   
I read your site with amusement I knew Deborah West back in the 70's and early 80s' when she 
was Deborah Patton.  She had no spiritual powers and was merely another person living the 
"hippie lifestyle" in Huerfano Valley, Colorado.  She subsequently married my land partner Jack 
West, a timid man with little experience with women.  Suffice it to say she overwhelmed him and 
was soon "running him." 

She had a jewelry making business with him (they were also marijuana growers) I unfortunately 
loaned them $10,000 and was of course never repaid; I had trusted Jack who was a moral 
man until she twisted his mind.  There are many others who remember Deborah West as a 
powerful personality, willing to do whatever to achieve her ends.  She never had any spiritual 
powers then or even claimed to and absolutely no one thought her a healer.  It just goes to show 
that there is always someone willing to believe. 
  

Yours, Jeremy 
Jeremy Samuelson  
  
Jack West’s main role in his ex-wife’s cult is to move among the new recruits to see where 
the money is. 

 
  
 He’s also used to clear up the mess after she has one of her violent episodes.  Extreme 
violence often occurs against those who challenge her authority as a superior being such 
was the case in 2000 when Susannah Felder caught Devra West stealing $80,000 from 
the charity to pay for her son’s legal fees and ended up being partially scalped for 
challenging Devra West’s right to plunder public donations for personal reasons.  The 
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following morning at a meeting to discuss the incident Jack West and another cult member 
blamed the victim for the attack! 
  
Or in 2002 when, giving a seminar to students in Montreal, she lashed out at student 
Beatrice McGuire who caught the divine being in a lie and had part of her ear ripped off as 
a reward for pointing it out!  Then in 2006 Devra West, tired of waiting for Dr. Cole MD to 
cough up 66% of her net worth, repeatedly hit her over the head with the heel of her shoe 
until blood ran down the victim’s face onto her blouse.  It is all related in the Whitefish 
Pilot news article. 
  
In spite of 26 years of non-stop crime, several serious assaults on other women and 
perhaps the odd murder or two Jack West still maintains that:- 
  

 
  
What I am trying to say here, loud and clear, is that Devra Patton West is a cold 
blooded killer and her ex-husband and longtime accomplice, Jack West, is well 
aware of this. But what can a timid man that has been overwhelmed by Devra 
West and effectively been ‘run’ by her for 30 plus years do? 
  
Dr. Julio Williams MD - Liar for Hire & Accomplice to Organized Crime 
  
Julio Williams has been very aware of the revolving door policy to students and employees 
alike since he joined the cult in 2000, because of his brainwashing and conditioning, he 
chooses to rationalize the sudden departures as failings on the part of the victims of theft, 
fraud, extortion or violent assault rather than any failing on the part of Devra West!  Apart 
from ‘donating’ the odd $100,000 to organized crime to assist the ‘world server’ Julio 
Williams’s main value to Devra West comes in the form of her using his ‘perceived’ 
respectability as a doctor and a heart surgeon to market her to the public as the ‘second 
coming.’ Though a review of some of his patients comments make it clear that he is not that 
well respected!   
  
Here is a link of a posting he made on Devra West’s website in 2006 to 2008 timeframe, 
when she was the Ascended Master ‘Surya Ma.’   
  
Here is a link that shows that he performed exactly the same function in 2014, when having 
been obliged to leave Montana, she moved to Arizona and morphed into the Ascended 
Master Rishi Devra. 
 

 
And below is a more recent posting that Julio Williams made on behalf of the leader of his 
cult.  Note the gushing testimonials that bear no relation to reality or the facts!  Note also 
that Julio Williams actually rented a house close by to Devra West so that his, and I quote, 
“virtual wellspring of living divinity” could use that location to vet / cultivate future victims 
rather than the divine being use the “Abode of the Masters” where she resides.  
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Julio Williams MD is totally aware of:- 
  
Devra West’s reign of terror as the self-appointed Ascended Master Devra Ji between 1995 
& 2004 and her reign of terror between 2005 & 2011 and yet he is still out front marketing 
her to the public as a “wellspring of virtual living divinity” which is akin to marketing Hitler, 
Stalin or Pol Pot as social workers!  Let us review some of the ‘world service’ attributed to 
this “well spring of divinity” that Julio Williams MD would have been witness to since he 
joined the cult in 2005. 
  
1.       The violent assaults on three female members of the cult i.e. Felder, McGuire & 
Cole. 
2.       The whistleblower being defrauded by Devra West in 2002 and successfully suing 
Devra West with judgment granted against her in 2008.  Along the way, Julio Williams tried 
to intimidate the whistleblower into withdrawing his lawsuit by sending him a threatening 
email. 
3.       The charity the Circle of Divine Unity struck off for fraud in November 2003. 
4.       Fellow students Dave Kushner, Marion Cantwell and Mike Hendrickson all 
becoming victims of fraud or extortion with a witness to two of the crimes, Lisa Swidler, 
dying suddenly and mysteriously.  
5.       On July 12 2007 Devra West described her business in court as being a multi-billion 
dollar enterprise. 
6.       In 2007 the Whitefish Pilot & Bigfork Eagle newspapers revealed the depth of 
Devra West and her cult’s criminal activities in Lakeside MT.  Amongst the secrets revealed 
was that Devra West was misrepresenting a multi-million dollar lakeside home belonging to 
Robert & Tabby Ivy, as belonging to her, referring to it as her Montana Abode.  This, while 
being evicted in quick succession from two rental properties, while having a lien against her 
for unpaid employment insurance.   
7.       Williams would be aware of West’s lies and her financial problems not least because he 
gave her $100,000 during this time to keep the giant fraud scam going! 
8.       Two arrest warrants, one in 2008 for criminal check fraud and one in 2009 for 
felony theft. 
9.       Becoming the subject of a Sheriff’s Sale to force her to pay her creditors $2,000,000 
in court fines and interest. 
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10.   Fellow cult member, Geoffrey Reynolds CPA, announcing to the press on August 9 2007 
that the whistleblower would be dead within 12 months or in jail for reacting to the occult 
violence directed at him by Devra West.  This threat passed on by the reporter to a federal 
agent investigating Devra West’s finances. 
  
This is just the tip of the iceberg and yet…….. 
  

 
  
Let us be clear, Julio Williams is well aware that Devra West is a Satanist and a cold blooded 
killer but like the other senior members of the cult, Williams relies upon the fact that that 
the weapon used to commit serious crimes is not regarded as a weapon by legal 
statute.  And, even if the FBI join the dots and link all the victims to Devra West proving 
she murdered, thieved, defrauded and extorted money from them, might still be hard.  So 
for someone who grew up in the Dominican Republic, where Voodoo was the national 
religion, being a senior student of someone like Devra West is a dream come true for 
Williams. 
  
Williams is very aware of the murder plot against the whistleblower but has done nothing – 
why would he? Apparently the murder of Lisa Swidler did not disturb him one bit!  However, 
what makes the murder plot against the whistleblower different from the death of Lisa 
Swidler is that this time, Julio Williams MD is complicit in the murder plot whereas before he 
was just a ‘spectator.’ 
  
For the past 3 plus years, up to present day, the whistleblower has been sending Julio 
Williams on average 3 emails a week detailing the daily / nightly ‘under the radar’ violence 
and further attempts by Devra West to murder him, so as to stop the truth about her past / 
true nature undermining her multi-million dollar a year wire and mail fraud scam / criminal 
conspiracy.  What has Julio Williams done with the 350 plus emails that he has been sent 
which detail what amount to violent crimes / attempted murder?  NOTHING!  It must be 
clear to Williams that Devra West trying to finish the murder plot that Geoffrey Reynolds 
announced to the press while being interviewed on August 9 2007 by the Bigfork Eagle 
newspaper?  The fact that Williams has not gone to the police makes it obvious that he is a 
fully paid up member of the cult / criminal gang and that he is complicit in Devra West’s plot 
to murder the whistleblower. 
  
Below is an excerpt of an email Williams sent the whistleblower in 2007, when it looked like 
the whistleblower’s lawsuit for fraud against Devra West was going to be successful. 
  



 
  
 
What I am trying to say here loud and clear is that Devra Patton West is a cold 
blooded killer and Julio Williams MD is not only aware of that, but is complicit in 
the ongoing attempts by his “well spring of divinity” to murder the whistleblower.   
  
 
Geoffrey Reynolds – Liar for Hire & Accomplice to Organized Crime 
  

 
 

I am sure that when Geoffrey Reynolds CPA commenced his employment as ‘Financial 
Controller’ with Devra West’s company ‘Sacred Environments LLC’, he thought like many 
employees and consultants before him, that he was joining a ‘normal’ business enterprise 
that would be in full compliance with state and corporate law.  Unfortunately for Reynolds, 
he only found out about the criminal nature of Devra West’s business model after he was 
duped by her into loaning her his life savings amounting to $300,000 shortly after he 
commenced his employment in September 2006.   
  
What is crystal clear from several emails sent by Devra West’s office manager, Rebecca 
West (no relation) in March 2007, is that Geoffrey Reynolds by then was totally under 
Devra West’s control, was turning a blind eye to the many crimes being committed by Devra 
West against her own employees, which included ignoring Rebecca West’s cries for 
help.  Some people, like Geoffrey Reynolds, would sell their own family if the price was 
right, which is exactly what Geoffrey Reynolds did as if these matters go to criminal trial, he 
will be the subject of huge fines and a jail sentence. 
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Below are a list of actions that Geoffrey Reynolds did take on behalf of his 
employer / cult leader / crime boss in an attempt to ‘earn’ his life savings of 
$300,000 back! 
 
(1). Perjury.  Reynolds appeared as a favorable witness in court for West’s porn loving / 
wife beating son, Chris Haywood, who was seeking custody of his infant female child from 
his second wife, Jamie Haywood.  Chris Haywood’s mother, Reynolds’ employer, was fully 
engaged in the process, not only to the extent of giving and providing false witness in the 
form of herself and Reynolds but was also targeting her daughter in law with a campaign of 
‘under the radar violence’ intended to intimidate the Jamie Haywood into giving up her 
child.  Here is a link to a copy of the court transcript, which from page 43 lists Reynolds’s 
statement, part of which was to describe Chris Haywood as a good father who he would 
leave his own children with!  After listening to the testimony of Jaime Haywood, I suspect 
Reynolds’ wife, Leslie, would have dissented on that idea! 
  
(2). Lies, Deceit & Propaganda.  On 12 July 2007, the Whitefish Pilot newspaper 
published a story about West’s vicious assault on Dr. Pat Cole MD, along with details of 
several other ‘world service’ acts / crimes being committed in the Lakeside MT area by 
Devra West.  The immediate response of Geoffrey Reynolds CPA (and several other 
members of the cult was to issue statements of denial from West’s website.  In Reynolds 
case he was working hard for the return of his $300,000 because he authored no less than 
four statements; three of his own and one jointly authored by senior cult member Julio 
Williams MD.  His statements can be viewed by following this link to a webpage dedicated 
to the senior members of the cult and their participation in West’s crime spree. 
  

 
  
(3). Lies, Deceit & Admission of Money Laundering.  On August 9 2007, the Whitefish 
Pilot story was followed by another story published by the Bigfork Eagle newspaper to 
which Geoffrey Reynolds gave a statement on behalf of his employer.  While being 
interviewed by the Bigfork Eagle newspaper, and totally aware that Devra was guilty of the 
assault, Reynolds lied to the reporter by a) asserting that Dr. Cole’s injuries were caused by 
an earlier fall at her apartment and b) asserting that Dr. Cole MD owed Devra West $1.3 
million part of which, some $470,000, was owed for “therapy” and an “internship.”   
Here are two excerpts from his statement to the Bigfork Eagle:- 
  
Speaking for West, Geoff Reynolds claims the charges are untrue. He said photos 
of the first alleged assault were taken on a different date, and the bloody clothing 
in the photos resulted from Cole falling down a stairs at her Cherry Creek condo in 
Lakeside, not from an assault.  ‘Reynolds, who is a financial adviser for West, said 
he has worked as an accountant in Los Angeles, where he dealt with well-known 
personalities. He is helping West raise several hundred million dollars to purchase 
and develop three properties around Flathead Lake for VIP spiritual-healing spas.   
 
 
The man who took the photos, however, tells a different story about the alleged 
assault. He came from out-of-state and was sharing the condo with Cole while he 
attended sessions with West. He said he was meditating when Cole appeared 
wearing a bloody sweatshirt.  The man said they cleaned some of the blood off 
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Cole's scalp and then took photos so Cole, as a doctor, could see her injuries and 
decide how to treat the wound. Cole said West hit her on the head with a shoe, the 
roommate said.’ 
  
And more lies here:- 
  
‘Reynolds claims Cole owes West $753,484 and that colors Cole's allegations. 
Cole's bills for 2004-2006 totaled $1.3 million, including $250,000 for an 
"internship" under West and $213,750 in "therapy fees" for eleven months last 
year.  Cole managed to pay West $621,484, but it didn't come easy. At one point, 
Cole cashed out her IRA and paid West $293,843.’   
It is crystal clear that Geoffrey Reynolds had money laundered the funds extorted from Dr. 
Cole MD through West’s business, in an attempt to make it look like the funds were received 
through normal trading; he said as much during his statement to the Bigfork Eagle 
newspaper.  Even more damning is the fact that Geoffrey Reynolds’ predecessor, Betty, had 
resigned rather than be forced to by Devra West to ‘manufacture’ false invoices to make it 
look like the funds extorted from Dr. Cole were received as normal business. 
  
(4). Complicity to Commit Murder. While being interviewed by reporter, Constance See, 
of the Bigfork Eagle newspaper, Geoffrey Reynolds, in what he thought was an ‘off the 
record’ conversation, stated that the whistleblower would be dead within 12 months or in 
jail for reacting to what Devra West was going to do to him and his family (using occult 
‘under the radar’ violence).  The statement was taken seriously by the reporter who 
conveyed it to federal agent John Nielson who passed it on to the whistleblower.   
 
Shortly after Reynolds made this statement, there was a credible attempt on the whistle-
blower’s life which failed.  

 

 
 

(5). Conspiring with Devra West to hide evidence of her assaulting Dr. Cole MD.  In 
November 2007, in a move worthy of the film ‘Dumber and Dumberer’ Reynolds, still totally 
under Devra West’s control, tried to get the copy of West’s written admission that she had 
assaulted Dr. Cole MD, ‘The Law of Severity on the Path to Purification,’ taken down 
from the whistle-blower’s website.  Reynolds approach was to claim copyright of the missive 
on behalf of Devra West saying that the whistleblower was using the piece without the 
author’s permission.  Here is an image of the email that Geoffrey Reynolds sent to the 
whistle-blower’s web hosting company. 
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(6). Felony Fraud.  Geoffrey Reynolds had been at the center of the fraudulent application 
of $33,000,000 in government grants referred to in the Bigfork Eagle news article and also 
referred to in emails that Rebecca West sent to the whistleblower in March of 2007.  This 
crime follows hot on the heels of Devra West’s involvement in a giant Ponzi scheme run by a 
well-known Hong Kong criminal called the ‘General.’  In a lawsuit launched by the SEC 
Devra West represents herself as a victim but the question is where did she get the 
$650,000 from? And was this amount declared to the IRS investigation into her affairs 
under way at the time?  
  
(7). Criminal Conspiracy.  In October 2009, a year after the whistleblower received 
judgment in the Montana courts against Devra West for fraud, the whistle-blower’s lawyers 
deposed Devra West to see if they could find out where Devra West had hidden all the 
money; you can review the full statement by going here deposition statement; it is worth 
reading not least because throughout her statement West denies all knowledge of financial 
matters asserting that Reynolds was the money man.  
  
(8). Criminal Conspiracy - Extortion.  When the plan of the murder plot against the 
whistleblower failed in 2007, (see point (4) above) the occult criminal Devra West came up 
with plan ’B’ which involved using the civil law courts in a criminal conspiracy to bankrupt 
the whistleblower.  Remember, Devra West’s guru / cult / extortion business model only 
works if the public are ignorant of the truth and buy into the ‘divine being’ routine which of 
course they would not do if, as is the case now, there is plenty of evidence to the contrary 
on the internet!  To be clear, both the murder plot and the subsequent conspiracy by West 
& Reynolds were both motivated by the desire to ‘silence’ the whistleblower so that he could 
not publish the truth about Devra West’s criminal business model on-line.  
 
Gambling that the whistleblower would not have the finances to a) fly backwards and 
forwards from the East coast of Canada and b) be able to afford to pay lawyers to fight 
another lengthy and expensive lawsuit both West and Reynolds waited for the opportunity 
to execute their plan.  In 2010, while the whistleblower attended a court hearing in Montana 
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to see what that court was going to award for winning his fraud lawsuit against Devra West 
in 2008, both Devra West & Geoffrey Reynolds served him for defamation (for telling the 
truth about West’s criminality and Reynolds’s involvement in it).  And because the 
whistleblower could not afford to defend the case, West’s & Reynolds’ lies resulted in a 
default judgement against the whistleblower of $10,000,000 ($5,000,000 for Reynolds and 
the same amount for West). 
  
To give an idea of just how corrupt Geoffrey Reynolds was / is please review below the first 
part of his pleadings to the court in 2010 that led to an undefended default judgment 
against the whistleblower.  
  

 
  
And below, an excerpt from Geoffrey Reynold’s resume as published at the time on his 
personal website. This document can be found on-line by going here:- 
  
http://www.geoffreylreynolds.com 
  

http://www.geoffreylreynolds.com/


 
  
The obvious point to make here is this; how could Geoffrey Reynolds have been defamed by 
the whistleblower between 2002 & 2006 if Geoffrey Reynolds CPA was working in Carefree 
AZ and had never met the whistleblower nor was even aware that he existed?  Remember, 
Geoffrey Reynolds did not commence his employment with Devra West until September 
2006!  Here is an excerpt from a statement he gave under oath in court on July 12 2007 
where he says as much…. 
 

 
 
Here is a link to Geoffrey Reynolds’s entry on McSwain & Company’s website which as you 
can see below, has no mention of his tenure with Devra West and her cult.  In an obvious lie, 
Reynolds states that during that period of time he was an “Outsourced CFO / Independent 
Consultant” even though on his personal website he states that from 2006 until his departure 
from Devra West’s cult in 2014, Reynolds was clearly only working for one employer! 
  

http://www.mcswaincpa.net/ourfirm.php#Peoples


 
 
What I am trying to say hear loud and clear is that Devra Patton West is a cold blooded 
killer and Geoffrey Reynolds knows it.  What makes Geoffrey Reynolds different from 
Jack West and Julio Williams is that Reynolds was so certain that Devra West would get 
away with the whistleblower’s murder that he announced his impending death to the press 
shortly before Devra West made her failed attempt on the whistleblower’s life! 
 
In conclusion, and returning to the Daily Mail article about your diplomats in Cuba, clearly 
there is no smoke without fire.  It is a fact that your diplomats are suffering serious injuries 
as well as suspected brain damage, loss of memory etc.  Obviously there is a ‘directed 
energy’ weapon being used to cause these injuries whether the nature of that weapon is 
understood at this time or not!   
  
And so it is with Devra West!   
  
There are scores of victims of serious crimes from theft all the way to murder and whether 
you understand the ‘weapon’ being used or not something must be causing most of these 
victims and witnesses to walk away without going to the police or the law courts for 
redress.  Those that do not walk away (like the whistleblower) all report the use of an occult 
(hidden) weapon that is being used by Devra West to intimidate them into silence or in the 
case of Lisa Swidler and the whistleblower murder them or attempt to murder them! 
  
The fact that Devra West has this knowledge and has obviously used it to commit crime on 
an industrial basis over the past 26 years, explains why the senior members of her cult are 
blasé about her use of murder.  Jack West knows what has been going on since his wife 
elevated herself to the godhead after completing her training at the ‘Robert Jaffe School for 
Energy Mastery’ in 1991.   
  
Julio Williams was aware of Lisa Swidler’s sudden death in 2005 and Devra West’s attempt 
to murder the whistleblower in 2007.  For the past 3 years he has been receiving 3 emails a 
week cataloguing the on-going attempts by Devra West to murder / intimidate the 
whistleblower which makes him complicit in a murder plot.   
  
Finally ‘bottom feeder’ Reynolds not only announced the impending murder of the 
whistleblower in August 2007 but when that failed joined with and fronted the frivolous 
lawsuits mounted by Devra West and himself (a total stranger to Reynolds) in order that 



Devra West could reincarnate as the Ascended Master Rishi Devra in the Cave Creek / 
Carefree area of Arizona which is Reynolds’s old home town prior to September 2006. 
  
What I am trying to say hear loud and clear is that Devra Patton West is a cold 
blooded killer who believes that she is totally beyond the reach of the law a belief 
obviously shared by the senior members of her cult!  I sincerely hope that bring 
the people responsible for targeting and seriously injuring your diplomats in Cuba 
but the same urgency is required where Devra Patton West is concerned.  Clearly 
her 'weapon' is as much designed to kill, maim and injure as the weapon being 
used against your diplomats in Cuba however in the case of the whistleblower 
there is no doubt who the perpetrator is and what their motive is. 
  
I ask once again that you open an investigation into Devra West’s past and ongoing 
attempts to murder the whistleblower, the sudden death of Lisa Swidler and the many other 
financial crimes and crimes of violence.  I ask that you investigate the roles that Jack West, 
Julio Williams and Geoffrey Reynolds have played in both facilitating these crimes and 
attempting to cover them up.  You may not yet understand the ‘weapon’ being used by 
Devra West but I am sure once you start interviewing the scores of victims they will all have 
a similar story to tell. 
  
Below are links to 6 websites dedicated warning the public about the dangers of associating 
with Devra West. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Richard Squires 
 
omniawakening.net 
omniawakening.biz 
rishidevra.org 
rishidevra.biz 
geoffreyreynolds.org 
geoffreyreynolds.net 
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